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TRDP FLOOD RELIEF OVERALL

Sindh government issued notification for, “Sindh government has declared 20 districts of Sindh to be calamity affected under the Sindh Calamities Act of 1958.

TRDP is working in Dadu, Jamshoro, Tando Allahyar, Umerkot, Mirpurkhas and Tharparkar. TRDP is engaged in rescue work from day one, with volunteers from community organizations rescuing people to safer places. As the part of rescue team carried out evacuation operation. The contribution included three motorboats, fuel and volunteers who evacuated families trapped in flood. TRDP teams and community volunteers are helping district administration in rescue and relief activities, supplying cooked food and drinking water to affected families at their doorsteps.

Flood Relief Contribution Overall Update Highlights

- Provided cooked food and clean water with support of Saylani Welfare Trust to 4,570 families at door steps in flood affected area of programme districts.

- Distributed some 452 tents among flood affected families of programme districts.

- Provided some 115 volunteers support in Dadu

- Provided some two (2) Boots support for rescue operation in Dadu

- provided de-watering pumps and double cabin vehicle 4x4, to district administration Tharparkar.

- conducted some 3 awareness session on key hygiene practices with some 363 flood affected peoples in different villages of flood affected area of Johi, district Dadu.

- Some 361 patients were treated also served free medical checkup also provided free medicines through organized Mobile clinic/Camps serving community at door steps in flood affected area of Taluka Johi, District Dadu with the support of WHH.
RESCUE AND RELIEF RESPONSE IN FLOOD AFFECTED OF DADU

TRDP team played an active role in flood relief work and provide support to flood affected families from one. TRDP team and community organizations’ volunteers started to rescue people to safer places. TRDP remained as a part of rescue team that carried out evacuation operation.

RELIEF SUPPORT FOR FLOOD AFFECTED AREAS OF JOHI, DISTRICT DADU, WITH THE SUPPORT OF WELT HUNGER HILFE (WHH)

TRDP is implementing Flood emergency response project “Relief support for flood affected areas of Johi district Dadu” with support of WHH to provide relief services for the affected population of vulnerable beneficiaries especially who needs medical services and NFI kits at the time of displacement due to flood calamity 2020 in district Dadu. This will help affected families to cope with health shocks and they can keep themselves and their damaged house clean. Under this project TRDP providing non-food items and mobile medical clinics/camps offering services at their doorsteps along with provision of free medicines in flood affected area.

MOBILE MEDICAL CLINICS / CAMPS

Organized three (3) mobile medical clinics / camps serving community at their door steps. Some 361 patients were treated, checked up and provided free medicines in the flood affected area of taluka Johi, district Dadu with the support of WHH.

ASSESSMENT

Conducted assessment of 104 families for the distribution of non-food item (NFI) kits in flood affected area of taluka Johi, Dadu. Each non-food-items kit includes plastic weaved floor mat, 2 Jerrycan (10 liters each), tarpaulin sheets, kitchen utensils, soap and detergents, ORS, mosquito nets, torch and also hygiene kit items include sanitary pads, toothpastes, nail cutters, face masks, towels, gloves, etc.
HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE TO THE FLOODS AFFECTED COMMUNITIES IN TEHSIL JOHI, DISTRICT DADU PROJECT WITH THE SUPPORT OF HELPAGE INTERNATIONAL

TRDP is implementing Flood emergency response project, ‘Humanitarian Response to the floods affected communities in Tehsil Johi, District Dadu’ with support of HelpAge International. Under this project, TRDP providing multipurpose 2.76 million cash grant to some 230 families, hygiene kits to 250 families, mobility stick / age assistive devices to 100 older peoples and peoples with disability, awareness raising on key hygiene practices, to some 3,360 affected peoples in Dadu.

AWARENESS RAISING SESSIONS

Conducted health & Hygiene awareness session with some 361 affected peoples in different villages of flood affected area of Johi District Dadu with support of Help Age.

ASSESSMENT

TRDP conducted assessment of 176 families for the provision of multipurpose cash grant, 212 families for the distribution of Hygiene kits and 29 older peoples and peoples with disability families for mobility stick/ age assistive devices in flood affected area.
In Pictures

Thardeep team is distributing cooked food among flood affected families at relief camp set up near Mono Technical College, Umerkot.
In Pictures

Flood Emergency Relief Bulletin [September 15, 2020]
TRDP and SAYLANI Welfare Trust set up camp at Mirpurkhas, started providing cooked food and tents to flood affected population. TRDP and SAYLANI teams also had meeting with Deputy Commissioner Mirpurkhas, who appreciated immediate response and ensured to extend full support.
In Pictures

Flood Relief Support to Affected Families

[Images of workers setting up tents and relief supplies]

Flood Emergency Relief Bulletin [September 15, 2020]
TRDP 2nd phase of relief: "Thardeep Mobile Clinics" organized in the villages of union council Sawaro, Dadu. Health & Hygiene session, checkup and free provision of medicines, with the support of WWH.
In Pictures

Damaged houses in the villages of Union Council Sawro, Johi. TRDP assessment for 2nd phase of relief and rehabilitation is underway.
Thardeep Rural Development Programme

"DHARTI TV" reports on TRDP relief and rescue activities for communities affected by flood of MANCHAR LAKE

Thardeep Rural Development Programme

Regional Times

Thardeep Rural Development Program distributes cooked food amongst Sehwan's rain affectees

By Shaikh Siddhi

KOTRI: The leaders of the Thardeep led by District Manager Nasir Khan distributed cooked food amongst the rain affected people in different areas near Sehwan. While talking to the media, Nasir Khan said that the Thardeep Rural Development Program is serving the people, who have been affected by the recent torrential monsoon rains and in this regard relief items and compensation cheques have also been distributed amongst them. She also briefed about the services rendered by her organization during the Covid-19 pandemic and vowed to continue serving the people without any discrimination.
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